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By this Document European Organization for Quality (EOQ) certifies that

State Educational Institution of Higher Education "Tula State Lev Tolstoy Pedagogical University"
125, Prospekt Lenina, Tula, 300026, Russia

has been registered in EUROREGISTER database as a participant of European Voluntary Registration System of information on quality (EVROS) and acquired the right to use EVROS logotype and the name «EOQ Registered Organization» in its activities, business correspondence and advertising.

Vice President of EOQ
Prof. Y. Gusakov

EOQ Nominated body
Registration Document

No 210 643 02 0002 8

Valid till 13.05.2013

By this Document European Organization for Quality (EOQ) certifies that

Nadezhda Anatolyevna Shaydenko
Rector of Tula State Lev Tolstoy Pedagogical University

has been registered in EUROREGISTER database as a participant of European Voluntary Registration System of information on quality (EVROS) and acquired the right to use EVROS logotype and the name "EOQ Registered person" in activities, business correspondence and advertising.